David Volpov: Robert Ross

Prologue    Civilian    Picnic    Uniform
Haden Davies: Mr Ross

prologue

Picnic

dockside/church

¶uneraï
Laura Reynolds: Mrs Ross

prologue  picnic  dockside/church  funeral  Dressing gown
Nicco Graham: Purchas

Prologue

underwear

Uniform

Uniform with gear
Drew Ogle: Taffler, Soldier 2, Guard

Prologue

Uniform

Hospital
Ishan Sandhu: Macdonald

Prologue

Uniform
Aidan LeBlanc: Levitt/soldier 6

- Prologue
- underwear
- Uniform with gear
- Uniform
Caleb Pleasure: Leather, Coyote

Prologue  
Captain Leather  
Coyote
Lorenzo Tesler-Mabe: Harris

Uniform

Uniform with gear

Hospital
Liam McCully: Regis, Soldier 1/3

Prologue

underwear

Uniform

Uniform with gear
Connor Riopel: Cote, Soldier 4

- Prologue
- Uniform
- Uniform with gear
Karthik Kadam: Rodwell, Swede, Soldier 5

Prologue

The Swede

Rodwell
Monica Bowman: Station Master, Mickle, Horse, Rose
Ava Safai: Eve, Barbara, Horse
Pamela Martinez: Maria, Flemish, Marian, Meg Horse

Maria

Flemish Woman

Marian

Meg Horse
Hana Cripton-Inglis: Rowena, Jackie, Ella, Horse

Prologue  Rowena  Jackie  Ella  Horse